New Work for January in Cazenovia Artisans
Our members are always busy, always creative, always ready to try something new. Every month,
we will bring you a few examples of new work by our artisans and artists. Stop by and see for
yourselves.

Sue Ellen Romanowski's Framed Quilts

Sue Ellen's quilts have always been works of art.
And now they are framed to really show them off.
Shown on the left is "Wind Blown", a beautiful
image of a tree in winter. The piece started out as
a blank slate of white fabric. She then painted the
tree, the sky, and the rocks. The rest is thread
work and is just amazing. And above is "Games
We Play", which has exquisite turquoise thread
work on top of a colorful, playful quilt.

Beautiful Everyday Objects: Jim Burke's Whisks
Everyone needs a whisk in their kitchen. And
these whisks are just great: beautiful,
colorful, comfortable in the hand, and nicely
priced. These make great gifts!

Barb Decker Has New Tricks on Her Loom!

When we called Barb Decker to talk to
her about these terrific new scarves,
she was so excited to tell us all about
them! It is a new technique for Barb,
called "turned taquete", a version of a
threaded twill that makes for different
patterns on each side. One side is
checkerboard, and the other has bars
on stripes. It "sucks up yarn" Barb
says, so it makes for a warmer, thicker
scarf. But because she uses soft
chenille yarn, it still has a lovely
drape. There are only two in the shop
now, but there are three more on the
loom. Come and get yours today!

Look at This Amazing Secretary by Marilyn Fegan

Marilyn loves to find old pieces of furniture and turn each into
something new. Here is a really terrific writing desk that she
has embellished with a classic black and white checkerboard
theme, and trimmed with red accents. There is a cupboard at
the top, and the writing desk pulls out. This is an absolutely
one of a kind piece. And once it is gone, we will never see
anything like it again!
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